CUSTOM KREATIONS, INC.
6660 OLD 29 ROAD
SEYMOUR, WI 54165

Building Today For Better Tomorrow’s
By: Custom Kreations, Inc.

We are going to be doing something new that is exciting for YOU!
ARE YOU ON FACEBOOK??
If so, do you “LIKE” Custom Kreations, Inc. Facebook page??
If you don’t, you might want to now!!

Besides all the informative and educational posts, we are

constantly posting pictures for you to enjoy and get inspiration from.

We are going to start running random Facebook contests and we want you to WIN!!!
Custom Kreations, Inc. 6660 Old 29 Road Seymour, WI 54165 920-865-7700 www.customkreationsinc.com

Here’s what you need to do today:
1. Go on Facebook 2. Go to Custom Kreations, Inc. Facebook page 3. Click on the

WHEN ONE DOOR CLOSES, ANOTHER DOOR OPENS

By clicking this “LIKE” button, you will see our posts on a regular basis. And you’re not going to want to miss our
contests!! Feel free to “SHARE” our posts so your family and friends can join in on the fun too! HERE’S A HINT:
Our first public contest will take place in early January!! And here is what you can win:
Who doesn’t love a hot cup of fresh Coffee, Hot
Chocolate, Apple Cider, or Tea on a cold
Wisconsin Winter day?? One lucky Facebook
winner will get to enjoy this package that
contains :
*Keurig Coffee/Latte/Cappuccino Maker
*50 K-Cups
*K-Cup Carousel

2020 is a year we will never forget—between Covid and the Presidential election, it’s one we would like to put far
behind us. Even though these two tender subjects consumed much of then year, we all had great things happen to
each of us that we will treasure forever. Our dreams came true and our prayers were answered.
We have so much to be grateful for!!!!

This holiday season is the perfect time to reflect on our
Blessings and to seek out ways to make life better around us!
Let’s turn negatives into positives, Let’s turn hatred into love, Let’s turn complaining into praising
Let’s turn jealousy into admiring, Let’s open our doors to everyone and lend a loving hand! Let’s join forces and
spread love, kindness, joy!!! This is my vow for 2021!

This delicious package is valued at $250

So what are you waiting for??? Go find Custom Kreations, Inc. Facebook page and “Like” us so you don’t miss out!!!

Pat & Steve Huben

Merry Christmas and Happy 2021!!

(coffee cups shown in pic are not included)

Custom Kreations, Inc.
Offices in Seymour & Mountain, WI
Serving the Green Bay, “Up North”, and surrounding areas.

920-865-7700 OR 920-621-7499

Easy Cream Cheese Chicken Chili
Ingredients Needed:


2 Uncooked Chicken Breasts



1—15 oz can Black Beans, rinsed and drained



1—15 oz can Corn, undrained



1—10 oz can Rotel tomatoes w/ Green Chilis, undrained



1 package dry Ranch Dressing mix



1 tsp. Cumin



1 TBS Chili Powder



1 tsp Onion Powder



1—8oz Cream Cheese



1/2 cup water or Chicken Broth

The Transformation of A
This recipe was so easy to make and
so delicious to eat. It’s already been
requested for me to make again!

Place Chicken Breasts at the bottom of a crock pot. Mix
together in a medium bowl the Black Beans, Corn,
Tomatoes, Ranch Dressing, Cumin, Chili Powder, Onion
Powder, and Water. Mix together and pour over the
Chicken Breasts. Cut the Cream Cheese into several
blocks and lay on top of mixture. Put lid on crock pot and
cook on low for 6-8 hours. After Chicken is cooked and
tender, take out and shred. Put back into the crock pot
and stir together with other ingredients. ENJOY!!

IS THIS TIME OF YEAR HARD FOR YOU???
It’s that time of the year when people get down & depressed because of the short days and lack of daylight/
sun. I will be the first person to raise my hand and admit this happens to me….. Every….Single…..Year!! I have
found some ways to help myself that I thought I could share with you in case you or someone you know
struggles too.
***I used to enjoy the flickering of candles until I found out about all the chemicals that are emitted from
them that go into my lungs! So now, I love diffusing Young Living
Essential Oils. I have a variety of them and really like trying new
recipes/blends. I use Essential Oils that support my Emotional wellbeing.
***I ramp up my Vitamin D intake.
***I make sure my house is clean because a messy/dirty house stresses
me out.
***I keep many photos around of my family/friends that bring back fun,
happy memories.
***I have collected several green living plants and will buy myself flowers
occasionally to keep on the Dining Room table. Plants and flowers make
me feel relaxed and happy.

***I open my window treatments during the day and let the sun flood in.

My favorite room that is full of sunlight
and plants!

***And lastly, this is something I just bought. Because I struggle in the morning getting motivated when it is
still dark out, I got myself a new alarm clock. This alarm clock is different than anything I’ve ever seen
before. It has a wake up light that resembles the sunrise. I find I wake up happy and energized on the days
the sun is shining brightly naturally. So this light imitates the sunrise by gradually getting brighter and
brighter at the time you set it for. As the light increases, it stimulates your body to wake up naturally,
feeling more refreshed. I really like it and finds it helps me.

“Wet-Room” Bathroom
Recently, we had a customer who needed to convert their main bathroom into a “wet
room” for her adult son who is confined to a wheelchair after a very unfortunate
accident. The entire room including the toilet, vanity, bathtub, and linen were removed
as well as the floor and drywall. The floor was then pitched toward the trench drain (in
the far right corner), plumbing/heat/electrical was re-routed, backing was put in the
walls, cabinets were re-built and the room was put back together. Some of the finishing
details were a high-rise toilet, grab bars, hand-held shower
head, a vanity that is open underneath so his legs could roll
under, non-slip flooring, doorway was made to
accommodate a 3’ door, etc. Now, once Michael gets
transferred to his shower chair, he can be rolled into the
bathroom and his caregiver can easily shower him. This is where the hand-held shower head
and the ceiling heater comes in handy. All the walls and even the sides of the cabinets have a
beautiful marble tile installed, so if water gets splashed around, it’s not going to hurt anything.
Not only is this bathroom very functional and safe for Michael, but also for his caregivers who
are assisting him. A caregivers comfort and safety is just as important as the patients.
Re-working an existing bathroom like this is possible if the space allows. Fortunately, it worked
out well in this house! This is why we stress to people who want to build a new house to incorporate some of the Accessible
Features right away. It costs a lot less to do it during a new construction than it does to
renovate a house several years later.
This bathroom remodel is not your typical “Accessible” Bathroom. This family has specific
circumstances and needs. When we work with customers who are building a house, we try to
plan their bathroom to be as “Accessible” as they will allow us. I say that because the baby
boomers understand and are usually building their house as
their last house or as their retirement house and plan on
staying in it forever. When we build for the younger
generations, most times they don’t consider this a priority
and don’t care to take it into consideration.
When we work with customers who want to incorporate
“Accessible” features, we discuss: High-rise Toilets with space on the side, “Adaptable”
Vanities, Roll-in Showers with 3’ doors and space to accommodate 2 people, shower also
needs space for a bench, hand-held shower head, and non-slip/contrasting floor, etc. We
also discuss backing in the walls around the toilet area and in the shower for grab bars to
be installed right away or in the future. There is a lot of design planning that goes into
preparing the perfect “Accessible” bathroom because each person we design for has
their own strengths and weaknesses. Every bathroom is specific and unique because
each of our customers needs are specific and unique.

